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CGRG President’s Ramblings
Hi Team
Well level one and being able to catch up with fellow
modellers and friends has made me realise that
human contact is a big part of who we all are
It will effect each individual in a different way but
overall most of us enjoy the giving and receiving of
affections, not the touching feely type but the
reaction from others about what we have done or
thought about or brought and the responses we get
from them.
It was awesome to spend some time with friends
recently at Tinwald near Ash Vegas and at our recent
club get together, it shows that we care about each
other (well some do)
The models on display were awesome, you could
visit several times and see something different or that
you missed. Lots to take in and heaps of G scale
That said Christmas is soon to be upon us, and
Nicola seems to think I have enough trains (I say no)
so what do I get myself this year, Noel knows what I
want.

Cover Photo: Another
perspective of the mountain on
the Wilson Valley Railroad

I hope you all have been good boys and girls and that
Santa has you on his nice and not naughty list. I seem
to skip between the two like a yo yo. brownie points
earned; brownie points lost. I will never learn.
I have several days booked next week on the layout
after taking my lovely wife on a holiday to celebrate
our wedding anniversary, so watch this space for
update next month
Hope you are all enjoying your garden railroading, I
am
As a side note, our long standing newsletter editor is
standing down, Please think about what you can
contribute to the hobby in this role, I feel it needs to
be a team as against one person so propose that a
group of three be the team
Food for thought, let me know your feelings on this
Kia Kaha
Andrew Wilson
Kind regards

Mount Wilson is taking shape, Thanks to
Iain Collingwood and Douglas Wall the two
top pieces of very heavy stone were placed
last Saturday Awesome team, The wall in
front was dressed earlier in the month.
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Above:
The
blockwork
to
the
embankments are getting dressed
with stone, This is a long and time
consuming process but I am happy
with how it is coming together
Left:
When not working on my layout I
am also working towards my steam
ticket at McLean’s Island

This is my wife Nicola’s Great
Grandfather’s Loco , He used it on
the West Coast at KDV mill, Hari
Hari , Houston timbers
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CGRG Visit to The Toy Collector
Photos by Dean Farrow

The October gathering for members of the Christchurch
Garden Railway Group was at The Toy Collector in
Manchester Street, Christchurch.
There was a good attendance to view the wide range of toys
and models on display, ranging from G scale to Lego,
Meccano, Matchbox, Tonka Toys, Fun Ho, Star Wars,
Batman and other Super Heroes. A large display of earth

moving equipment, another of Super Cars featuring Greg
Murphy and Peter Brock
One display had toys from the 1940; 50s, 60’s and 70’s set
out by decades.
No matter what your interest. There was something for
everyone.

Meccano Models. As Dean has a caravan, he had to take this photo.

Part of the Star Wars collection
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A building set from earlier days. Dean Still has some of his

Batman display
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What’s on the Workbench
Dennis Lindsay, Lincoln
My version of low cost trees that will be used largely
on the rebuilt section of the railway which is being
prepared for the upcoming 2021 Convention.
I have used 16mm dowel cut to a length of 350mm,
tapered down with a spoke shave, to represent the
trunk, and painted.

The mounting tube is 22mm OD.
The holes for the branches were drilled at 75mm
spacing and the branches glued with Selleys Power
Grip Gel
When the glue has set the branches were trimmed to
give the trees a more convincing look

Version 1: Two Christmas trees purchased from The Warehouse and wired
together. Some trimming was required to flatten the two faces and the offcuts
retained for use on the second tree.
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Version 2: This second tree will take a little longer to complete.
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Wairarapa Garden Railway Group promotion at St Mark’s Church Fair
Lloyd Dickens, Masterton
The group put on a display at the St Mark’s Church
Fair on Saturday morning. We just laid the track on
the ground and Murray Clarke brought along some
wood packing pieces to support the track when the
ground was a little uneven.
For the kids we ran all the morning with Thomas or
Percy from Joan Dickens stable of models.
Murray as usual had his Mallet running. The event
was ended with rain about 11:15 am so we packed up
and went home
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Wairarapa Garden Railway Group
Running day at Peter Milburn’s Railway
Lloyd Dickens, Masterton

This running day has been a long time coming as the
last attempt was in late March.
The wait was well worth it. Peter has extended the
railway over the river necessitating a couple of high
bridges. He has also changed the layout to make it a
continuous run. Before it was two loops one inside
the other. So now we have a figure eight in the centre
as part of a double loop. Words are hard to describe
the layout, but the picture will show it better. The
track is DCC but many of us do not have DCC so
there was an option to run without it.
The raised track is well supported so is mostly level
except in the centre with the figure eight.

Peter had invited Ian Webb and John Seward from
Wellington and Dan Hughes from Masterton. So, we
had a bigger range of models to view.
John Seward ran a diesel early on then his live steam
latter.

Dan Hughes had a great Military train; the props
build over lock down consisted of 1/35th scale tanks.
Matched with 1/29 to 1/32 trains they do not look bad
at all. Later in the day a suitable loco was attached to
the rake.
A great afternoon tea was provided and thanks to
some great weather we all had a great time.

Dan Hughes’ military train hauled by Murray Clarke's Mallet
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Centre of Peter’s railway

The river end of Peter’s railway
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John Seaward’s diesel about to cross the bridge

The Old Mill Dremel Grain Company
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Looking towards the river end of the railway

Peter Murray’s Conrail GP9
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John Seawards diesel;

Andrew
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Tulloch Viaduct
John Boyson – Pokeno

This article has been prepared for joint publication in the Garden Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter.
Photos provided by the author.
The next stage of the railway build was a small viaduct off the end of the footpath slot to complete the south
west loop and bring the railway parallel to the west side of the house.

The prototype viaduct photographed from the Laggan river bed. It is normally this empty since there is a dam
about a mile upstream. The water that would otherwise flow down here is taken down a 28 mile tunnel to a
power station at Fort William for an aluminium smelter. The only time the river fills up is in winter when the
reservoir is full and the dam overtops.
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The West Highland Railway has quite a number of
lesser viaducts as well as the more well-known
examples to choose from. I selected a three span
example at a remote spot at the northern end of the
line. As the accompanying map shows, the viaduct is
on the curve where the railway, having crossed and
descended from Rannoch Moor, stops heading north
from Glasgow and sharply turns through 90 degrees to
head slightly south of west down Glen Spean to Fort
William. The viaduct crosses the River Laggan, a
tributary of the Spean. As the photos and plans show,
it is a three span affair with a lattice girder main span
and two plate girder side spans. The two piers, being
relatively short, are tapered and not stepped as with the
larger viaducts. They are also constructed from stone
masonry, there being plenty of suitable rock in area.
The radius of the curve the viaduct describes has been
sharpened to 3 metres to fit the loop it forms part of.
Construction followed my usual pattern of brass
sections for the girders and carved cast mortar for the
piers and abutments. Likewise, tracklaying and
ballasting used the same principles previously
described.
Construction was relatively rapid because of the small size of the viaduct and the fact that carving rough
stonework is much quicker than replicating smooth concrete finishes. The plate girder side spans were also far
quicker to assemble compared with the lattice girders completed previously

There really isn’t too much more to say about the bridge that hasn’t been covered in previous articles, so I’ll
let the pictures tell the rest of the story.
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Having cut the metal for the spans, the side spans were fabricated first.

Side span girders complete, easy!

Next came the main span. This was more complex but only being the only one and having done a few of these
before, it also went together relatively quickly as well. Here, the outstanding parts to be added are the wind
bracing sections between the two beams.
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One of the longer jobs was fabricating the cross beams. Forming the curve also provided a pleasant bit of
intellectual stimulation. The spans have been soldered together as a single unit since they are collectively only about 1.9 metres long. .

Adding the decking. Handrails and footway planking were also added to finish the fabrication

The completed unit awaiting cleaning with the water blaster. The change in direction needed for the girders
to accommodate the 3 metre radius curve is quite pronounced!
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The track has been fitted but not fixed. The Leek and Manifold is being used to check clearances. The white colour of the
spans is prototypical for the period I am modelling (the 1960s). In the 2000s the West Highland viaducts were refurbished
and strengthened to allow heavier engines onto the line. They were repainted green at the same time.

Having verified that everything fitted, the track was glued down and ballasted. Rail and chair painting followed

In parallel with the construction of the spans, pier and abutment casting was done. One of each was cast at a
time. The first pair have just been poured. Polystyrene inserts provide the recesses needed to accommodate
the spans. Once the casting has hardened, they can simply be popped out.
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Completed castings. The stonework was straightforward to represent, being a regular form in terms of the
courses unlike other viaducts which used random sized stones apart from the corner stones.

Installing the viaduct involved pole concreted into the ground on the left side to provide support whilst on the
right, a timber frame has been erected.

Having installed the viaduct supports, the timber frame is being clad with some dressed stone kindly donated
by Geoff Hallam when he moved house. At the moment, the left side is being left incomplete until the next
stage of the railway is built
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The finished structure with the ground filled with topsoil and compost around the supports. More of Geoff’s
stones have been used to create a rockery effect. Planting out with some ground cover plants will finish the
area. David Lloyd George (a relatively new toy) has just finished its maiden run onto the viaduct.

Auckland Garden Railway Society October Meeting
By Michael Hilliar, Manurewa

There was a particularly good turnout for the October
AGRSI Meeting at Mike and Liz Hilliar’s. About forty people came including a small group from the City
of Sails Model Railway Club.
The weather was a bit blustery; but nothing got
blown over; the trestle is usually a problem area in
high winds. This meeting was originally meant to be
a joint meeting to be held back in March with Gauge
One Society, but Covid-19 intervened.
For the first time in several years I managed to get
the track power up and running, so we could have a
good number of visiting trains able to run on
DC. Chas Hoskins, one of our original members,
brought along an older LGB Swiss crocodile type locomotive and train. Kevin Everitt, one of our newest members brought along a modern Swiss locomotives and Glacier express coaches. This is the first
time I think I have had true Swiss electrics running
on my railroad. The great thing about our group is
we are not all modeling the same railroads, so we get
to see a great variety of trains running.
Ray Williams ran his American diesel superpower
with an Aristo Craft Santa Fe Dash – 9 and Jim Smith

upped the stakes with his American steam superpower in the form of an MTH triplex, a large impressive
locomotive. Never thought I would ever see one; not
alone have one running on my railway! We had a bit
of difficulty with the boiler hanging out on my tighter
curves. Next time we will try it running in the other
direction.
During a great afternoon tea, a number of smaller locos were run by Robert Graham, then the line was
handed over to live steam which had an interloper in
the form of James from the Thomas series being driven confidently by Bruce’s grandson.

It was a great afternoon and the weather stayed fine.
Most could not fail to see my grand creation of the
Rockwood Gorge. This was started over last Christmas break giving me three years to complete it in
time for the 2023 Auckland Garden Railway convention.
I have tried to represent an exceedingly small section
of the gorge with a shelf cut out of the rockface to
take the railroad. As you can see the framework has
been covered with Cedar blind slats; because I had a
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good supply secured several years ago. This will be
covered with wire mesh then plastered over hopefully
to look like a chiseled-out rock face.
With the long hot summer and the first few weeks of
the Covid-19 lock down I managed to get a lot further
than expected. Then I received a phone call from the
TV channel one’s SEVEN SHARP who wished to do
a film on our bubble.
My first thoughts were well I need to relay the track,
clean up the yard etc. etc. and clean myself up as
well. It was a case of no visitors/work etc. a good
number of us had let standards slip; they would be
around in an hour.

I thought this was a good chance to promote the hobby; but they had other ideas. Some of the things I
said I regretted, and they used them; anyway, I got
my three minutes of fame and the number of people
who saw it was unbelievable. The neighbors saw it
and up till that time did not know there was a model
railway over the fence. They were wondering where
all those train noises were coming from.
I did state on the film I was a bit of a perfectionist;
after the filming I wasn’t happy with the steepness of
the intending rock face above the rail shelf, so it is in
the process of being rebuild. Some will say this is an
expensive hobby; but least I am getting twice the time
and value out of the materials.

The Seven Sharp film is now on Auckland Garden Railway Society Facebook site
https://www.facebook.com/aucklandgardenrailwaysociety/videos/229892801404286

Rockwood Gorge before the big uplift. The last big project of the railway; 30 years of thinking about it.

Photo Michael Hilliar
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Chas Hoskin’s Crocodile

Kevin Everitt’s Swiss electrics hauling the Glacier Express crossing the future waterfalls in the Rockwood Gorge

Photo Michael Hilliar

Photo Michael Hilliar
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After a winter hibernation and hopefully of a good summer of progress towards the next meeting will be seen. Photo Michael Hilliar

Kevin Everitt’s Glacier Express turning into the Gorge

Photo Kevin Everitt
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After the Rockwood Gorge is completed this older section will be rebuilt with a viaduct.

Photo Kevin Everitt

Jim Smith’s steam superpower an MTH gauge 1 Triple X

Photo Kevin Everitt

Ray Williams Diesel super power Dash – 9 approaching Rockwood Depot.

Photo Kevin Everitt
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A Puzzle for Kabita
Kabita Whale, Lincoln

Kabita is puzzling how to incorporate the crossing

2021 Garden Railway Convention
6-8 February 2021
Registrations are being received now that the COVID-19 Alert Level
is down to 1.
Airlines are now listing greatly reduced flight costs, so now is the
time to register for the Convention and make travel bookings.
There will be eleven layouts o visit over the three days. Eight of these
are new since the 2015 Christchurch. The other three have been updated. Some are track powered, while others are battery or steam
operation only
Prototypes modelled include NZR, European, American in scales from 1:20.3 through to 1:24
Clinics/Workshops: These will include methods of weathering wood structures, Weathering models,
setting up for scratch building
Trade Stand and Buy, Se;; & Swap tables will be provided
Register now for the discount Registration
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A Letter To New Zealand
Mick Spilsbury, GRNews Task Force Member

I am a California based Garden Railroader but spent
the first 30 years of my life in the UK. I was highly
amused by the letter from Fraser Neilson. Americans
are correctly renowned for their US centric view of
the world and Fraser rather put my good friend Bill in
his place. (I don't think he was quite as amused)
As you will have gathered, being concerned about the
demise of Garden Railways, Bill pulled together a
group of 13 clubs in 5 western US states to
explore the launch of GARDEN RAILROADING ENEWSLETTER to keep garden railroaders in the US
in touch with each other and to provide vendors the
opportunity to reach garden railroaders economically.
Most vendors cannot afford the rates in Model
Railroader. Vendors would be able to advertise in the
newsletter economically and the newsletter would be
distributed free to clubs to share with their members.

partly because we are the oldest and largest Garden
RR Society in the US, am very active in the group.
I love the Garden Whistle and should like to submit a
LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA, not to respond to
Fraser but to share what we are up to and why.
Although NZ garden railroaders are clearly wellserved by the Garden Whistle, it is conceivable that
some might also be interested in news from the US,
and I would be thrilled to see some contributions
from NZ. (We could even lift some articles from the
GW, if we had permission.) Getting my American
colleagues to grasp that the hobby is alive and well
(Since the above was received a Sample eGarden
Railway Newsletter has been sent out:
https://dl.orangedox.com/SampleGRNewsletter
Ed)

I represent the 300-member (San Francisco) Bay
Area Garden Railroad Society on the group, and,

NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSAL SOUNDCARDS FOR ONLY $99
For battery radio control or track power. Easy screwdriver installation. Remote control, available
separately, enables adjustments without dismantling the loco.
For Steam … synchronised, load sensitive chuff, 16 variable plain and chime
whistles, bell, safety valve, live steam injector, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle,
brake squeal and Westinghouse brake pump.
For Heavy Diesels … 6 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 6 variable horns,
bell, brake release, engine start/stop, brake squeal, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle
and switchable turbocharger.
For Light Diesels … Soundcard with 100% recorded sounds including selectable horns,
brakes, two engines, guard, start up and shut down
For Electric Traction for locos and multiple units with 5 horns, 4 motor sounds, 2
compressors, brake release and more.
For Trams and Streetcars … with 3 bells/gongs, 8 horns/air whistles,
buzzer, brake and rail squeal, 3 compressors
and two motor sounds.

NEW

NEW

For Railbuses … 2 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 5 horns, bell,
brake release, engine start/stop, etc.

www.mylocosound.com

Available from
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
Phone: 03 551 2142 or 021 2646 945

Stock now on available in New Zealand
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G
Scale Battery Power
Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver,
Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack
for Track Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-nplay for Aristo craft Locomotives
NZ DistributorContact:
Phone: (04) 2338555
Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz

Sunset Valley Railroad
Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout)
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems. Nearly every
product made in the USA
www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
+1 253 862 6748
New Zealand distributor
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Phone: 03 551 2142

COMING EVENTS
February 6-8 2021
May 30- June 5 2021
2022
2023

12th NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch
36th Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA
37th Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA
38h Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA

rldhobbies.com

reindeerpas.com
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Club Events and Contacts
November 2020: TBA

Auckland

Club Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:

Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com

Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

Wairarapa:
Sunday .15 November 2020: Brendon Clarke 6 Alton Grove, Masterton from 1:00pm
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton. Ph 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
Saturday 28 November 2020 with Postponement day 29th November
John Seaward- 6 Molyneux Close Whitby
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group. Email: bilthompson @xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Brent Thompson, 6 Bodmin Terrace, Camborne, Ph 022 619 4006

Christchurch:
November 21 2020: Bill Stanley,23 Grangewood Drive, Lincoln, From 1:00pm
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Secretary/Treasurer: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various
G scale Groups in New Zealand.
Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the
Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.
Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz

